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KEY FINDINGS
Europe has significant untapped potential for cutting energy use
and maximising indigenous power sources that could deliver
cheaper and more secure energy. However, this potential is at risk
because of a lack of political ambition. There is a particular need
for greater clarity on policy frameworks for renewable energy and
energy efficiency after 2020 – just one investment cycle away.
Based on recent research by ECOFYS1 for WWF, by 2030, the EU:
> could be using at least 38% less energy (compared to a
business as usual projection2)
> could be generating more than 40% of its energy from
renewable sources,
> and, by doing both, could reduce its energy related
greenhouse emissions by 50% compared to 1990 levels.
Achieving such levels would put the EU on track to delivering a
100% renewably powered energy system by 2050 at the latest. It
should be noted that while biomass use has been assessed based
on the global model3, a more detailed sustainability vision for
biomass use in Europe is needed.
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Europe has significant untapped potential for cutting energy use and maximising
indigenous power sources.
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Based on recent research by ECOFYS for WWF, by 2030, the EU could be generating
more than 40% of its energy from renewable sources.

INTRODUCTION:
WWF’S VISION

In 2011, WWF released
The Energy Report. This
ground-breaking study,
based on the specially
commissioned ECOFYS
Global Energy Scenario,
showed how, by 2050, the planet’s entire energy needs
could be met from renewable sources.
The first step to reaching this goal is to limit energy use in
absolute terms. The second step is to scale up energy supply
from current renewable generation technologies (prioritising
their delivery in order of sustainability - solar, wind, water,
geothermal, and only then bio-energy under strict conditions).

THE PAPER IS A TIMELY
REMINDER THAT THE
AMBITIOUS GOAL OF
100% RENEWABLE
ENERGY BY 2050 IS
POSSIBLE AND WOULD
SAVE MONEY.

Coming amid an increasingly active debate over what should
follow current EU climate and energy legislation (the 2020-20 package4), this briefing paper adapts the Global 2050
Energy Scenario to the EU27 level in 20305. It shows what has
to be achieved in Europe over the next two decades in order
to keep the option of a fully renewable global energy system
within sight. The paper is a timely reminder that the
ambitious goal of 100% renewable energy by 2050 is
possible, and, in the long term, would save money. It
thereby adds further weight to WWF’s calls for post-2020 EU
legislation to deliver ambitious targets for energy efficiency,
renewable energy, and emissions reductions in a package of
coherent and complimentary instruments.
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Almost 8 out of 10 Europeans agree that fighting climate change can boost the economy
and create jobs.

THE CASE FOR
IMPLEMENTING
THE EU27 2030
ENERGY SCENARIO

As Europe’s economies
struggle to recover,
renewable energy and
energy savings are beacons
of hope.

Almost 8 out of 10 Europeans
(78%) agree that fighting
climate change can boost the
economy and create jobs6.
Meeting our climate change
and energy targets by 2020 would generate up to 5 million
jobs7. Cutting overall emissions by 30% instead of 20% would
create up to 6 million new European jobs by 20208. In addition
to these significant jobs benefits, by reducing its dependence of
fossil fuels the EU would also be able to cut its more than 500
billion euro annual fossil fuel import bill9.
More energy savings and renewable energy are also needed to
protect the planet. This summer (2012), more Arctic sea ice
melted than ever before - with the result that there was nearly
50% less ice than the 1979 to 2000 average10. The record
melt was bigger than the previous record by an area about the
combined size of Sweden and Finland. Furthermore, research
on the impact of continuing to burn fossil fuels has revealed
that the health and environmental costs of generating energy in
some countries are higher than the value of that energy once it
is produced11.
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By maximising energy efficiency and savings, the EU has the potential to use 38% less
energy by 2030 compared to business as usual projections.

RESULTS:
THE SCENARIO
RESULTS IN DETAIL

In 2009 the European
Union set clear climate
and energy objectives
to be met by 2020.

EU 2020 energy targets:
• EU 2020 energy targets: 20% cut in energy-related
greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990
• 20% of primary energy savings;
• 20% share of renewable energy in total consumption (inc.
heating & cooling)

WE MUST NOW
ACTIVELY CONSIDER
HOW OUR ENERGY
SYSTEM SHOULD
DEVELOP AFTER 2020.

Ongoing effort is needed to ensure that these targets are met.
However, the long lead-in time required by major energy
infrastructure developments means that investors need more
than just the 8 years of current policy predictability than the
20-20-20 targets provide. We must now actively consider how
our energy system should develop after 2020, so that current
benefits are maximised, not squandered. This view is shared by
the European Commission, which calls for greater certainty in
renewable energy policy after the current regime comes to an
end in 202012. WWF’s assessment of what should be achieved
in the EU by 2030 in order to secure a 100% renewable
European energy system by 2050 is as follows:
• 38% Primary energy savings (compared to a business as
usual projection13)
• 41% share of renewable energy in total consumption
• 50% cut in energy-related Greenhouse gas emissions
(compared to 1990);
How these results are achieved is laid out in detail on the next
pages14.
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Energy Savings
The EU27 2030 Energy Scenario models significant energy
savings, with energy use 38% lower in 2030 than that projected
by the 2007 PRIMES baseline used for the 2020 target (22%
lower than consumption in 2005).
Figure 1: Development of primary energy demand: comparing PRIMES baselines with
TER EU27 results and the EU’s 2020 energy savings target
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The results by sector can be seen below:
Figure 2: Savings in final energy per sector (Due to rounding, may not always sum)

Sector

% savings
2005 - 30

% of total
energy saving
in 2030

Final
consumption 2030 (EJ)

% of total final
energy savings
in 2030

Industry

31%

39%

10

26%

Buildings

26%

45%

14

37%

Transport

11%

15%

15

38%

TOTAL

22%

100%

39

100%
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These energy savings results are based on developments in both
activity and intensity in each sector – achieved as set out below:
Energy savings in industry
• In 2030, the aluminium, cement, steel and paper industries
have intensity levels that are 60% to 70% of levels measured
in 2000. This is achieved through:
- Increased use of recovered input materials;
- Ambitious refurbishment of existing plants;
- Stringent requirements to use best available technology
(BAT) in all new plants;
- Continued improvements in BAT over time.
• Other sectors e.g. food/chemicals have annual efficiency
improvements of 2%, which may be obtained through:
- More efficient energy supply;
- Improved process optimisation;
- Improved efficiency in motor driven systems and 		
lighting.
Energy savings in buildings
• Measures in buildings lead to a heat intensity15 in 2030 that
is 40% (commercial) to 50% (residential) of 2005 levels
and electricity intensity that is 90% (commercial) to 120%
(residential) of 2005 levels, as follows:
- Existing stock (75% of European buildings in 2030) 		
is retrofitted at rates of up to 2.5% a year. By 2030~45%
of the Europe’s existing buildings are retrofitted.
Retrofitting means:
• 60% of heating needs abated by insulation and 		
ventilation systems with heat recovery mechanisms;
• 25% of remaining heating and hot water need met
by local solar thermal systems, the rest by heat
pumps;
• Cooling provided by local, renewable solutions
where possible; and
• Electricity needs increase per floor area due to
increased cooling demand.
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-

New stock (25% of European buildings in 2030) is 		
much more energy efficient:
• By 2030 all new buildings will use energy at levels
comparable to the German passive house standard
and will be powered only by electricity;
• Residual heat demand will be met by passive solar,
internal gains, solar thermal installations and heat
pumps; and
• There will be some increase in electricity use in
buildings because of greater use of appliances
and in order to power heat pumps. The increase
is only partially offset by more efficiency in these
technologies.

Energy savings in transport
• In 2030, transport has intensity levels that are 60%
(passenger transport) to 70% (freight transport) of levels
measured in 2000. This is achieved through:
- More efficient technologies and uses (trucks with
reduced drag, improved air traffic management, reduced
fuel needs in hybrid buses);
- Transport electrified as much as possible (electric cars or
plug in hybrids in urban environments, and electric rail
systems);
- Plug-in hybrids and/or electric vehicles become the
main technology choice for light duty vehicles;
- Long-distance trucks become more efficient through
improved material choice, engine technology and
aerodynamics;
- A shift to fully electrified delivery vans covering ‘the last
mile’; and
- As a last step, using fuel from sustainable biomass,
where possible.
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Renewable Energy
For the total energy system in 2030, renewable energy is
envisaged to generate 41% (16 EJ) of the energy need of the
27 EU member states. Both the absolute growth in RES and
the decrease in final energy due to efficiency improvements
contribute to this growth in the RES share.
Figure 3: Share of renewable energy in each sector in the EU27 2030 scenario

Sector

Share of renewables
in final energy
consumption

Amount of
renewable energy
(EJ)

Total amount of
energy (EJ)

Industry

41%

4

10

Buildings

49%

7

14

Transport

36%

5

15

TOTAL

41%

16

39

Figure 4: Share of renewable energy in final energy demand in the EU27 2030 scenario

Share of renewable energy in final energy demand in the EU27 2030
scenario
Heat

35%

Fuels (industry and transport)

29%

Electricity

65%

The share of renewable energy in electricity is 65%, and around
43% is provided from supply-driven sources in 2030. The
scenario caps the feed-in of variable renewable energy sources
(wind and solar) at 45% on average annually in 2030, under
the assumption that the electricity grid cannot accept higher
shares by then. While significant effort is already required to
manage this level of variable supply, additional investment
could increase the use of variable renewable energy sources, and
thereby increase renewable energy supply overall.
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Energy use falls
and supply from
renewable sources
grows

Figure 5: Development of the energy supply from renewable and non-renewable
sources to 2030
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The evolution of the overall energy system under the EU27 2030
scenario is represented in the graph on the next page. This overall
evolution is broken down by sector in the charts below
(NB – ‘Y’ axis scales vary):
Renewable energy in industry
Figure 6: Energy supply for the industry sector from RES and non-RES sources to 2030
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Renewable energy in buildings
Figure 7: Energy supply for the building sector from RES and non-RES sources to 2030
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Renewable energy in transport
Figure 8: Energy supply for the transport sector from RES and non-RES sources to 2030
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It should be noted that the use of different renewable energy
sources is limited either by their availability (such as biomass),
or by system constraints (such as the ability of electricity grids
to accept high proportions of variable renewable supply).
Overall, rather than representing the maximum potential to
deploy renewable energy, these results represent a scenario
result in which the final goal is 100% renewable energy by 2050.
The scenario first calculates final demand by sector and type
(see detail on efficiency assumptions above), and then seeks
to meet this demand by matching it with increasing shares of
renewable energy over time. The demand for renewable energy
supply in the scenario is, therefore, either equal to or lower than
the deployment potential for renewable energy in Europe.
The development of energy supply by source and by carrier in
the different sectors is detailed on the next page.
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Figure 9: The development of energy supply by source and by carrier in the different sectors

Source

2000

2005 2010 2015

2020

2025

2030

Total electricity (EJ/a)

8.6

9.4

9.8

10.0

10.2

10.5

10.7

Wind: on shore

0.1

0.2

0.6

1.3

1.7

1.9

2.0

Wind: off shore

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.6

Wave & Tidal

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

PV Solar

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.4

1.2

1.5

2.0

Concentrated solar: power

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

Hydropower

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.6

1.6

1.7

Geothermal

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

Biomass

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

Total renewable energy

1.7

1.9

2.5

3.8

5.1

5.8

7.0

Fossil fuels

6.9

7.5

7.2

6.2

5.0

4.6

3.7

Industry Fuels and heat
(EJ/a)

11.0

11.1

10.8

10.3

9.6

8.6

7.5

Concentrated solar: heat

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Geothermal

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Biomass

0.2

0.3

0.8

1.3

1.7

2.0

2.3

Total renewable energy

0.2

0.3

0.8

1.3

1.7

2.0

2.3

Fossil fuels

10.9

10.7

10.0

9.0

7.9

6.6

5.2

Building fuels and heat
(EJ/a)

12.2

13.6

13.1

12.7

11.1

9.4

7.7

Solar thermal

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.7

0.9

Geothermal

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.7

1.0

Biomass

1.6

1.4

2.0

1.3

1.1

1.0

1.0

Total renewable energy

1.7

1.5

2.3

1.8

2.1

2.4

2.9

Fossil fuels

10.5

12.0

10.8

10.8

9.0

6.9

4.8

Transport Fuels (EJ/a)

15.0

15.8

16.7

17.3

16.6

14.9

12.3

Biomass

0.1

0.3

0.8

1.4

1.9

2.5

3.5

Total renewable energy

0.1

0.3

0.8

1.4

1.9

2.5

3.5

Fossil fuels

14.8

15.5

15.9

15.9

14.8

12.4

8.8

TOTAL (EJ/a)

46.7

49.9

50.3

50.2

47.5

43.3

38.2

Green = Renewable energy supply increasing
Red = Fossil fuel and/or total energy supply reducing
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Bioenergy in detail
In the Ecofys energy scenario, biomass is the last renewable
energy source to be called upon, and is subject to sustainability
criteria16. The availability of land for bioenergy cropping is
strongly dependent on the assumptions made in the food
analysis section of the Global Energy Report. Where possible,
conservative assumptions were used. The one notable
exception is that an ambitious constraint on the consumption
of meat, creating a more sustainable diet, is included17. Since
the publication of the global Energy Report, WWF continues
to elaborate its recommendations for biomass sustainability
criteria with, for example, the publication of recommendations
for forest based biomass sustainability criteria18. This study
shows that by 2020 more than 10% of the EU’s final energy
consumption is expected to come from biomass, which would
then represent around half of all renewable energy consumption
in Europe. As forest biomass is expected to deliver more than
70% of all biomass used in the EU, WWF urges the EU and
Member States to introduce legally binding sustainability
criteria for biomass used for electricity, heating and cooling in
order to ensure that:
• There is full accounting of carbon emissions from biomass
to allow prioritisation of biomass based on their real GHG
mitigation potential, as well as the efficient use of biomass.
• There is zero use of valuable land in order to protect
biodiversity and the ecosystem services of forests or restricted
use in line with the management criteria for these areas.
• There is implementation of sustainability principles for forest
management.
• Internationally proclaimed human rights are respected,
including customary and statutory tenure and use rights, and
the right to give free and prior informed consent.
• These principles are implemented in a credible way
Also published following the release of the global Energy
Report, The Living Forests Report19 details WWF’s position on
the management of the planet’s forests by setting out WWF’s
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policy of no net forest loss through deforestation and no net
decline in forest quality through degradation – ‘Zero Net
Deforestation and Forest Degradation’ (ZNDD).
In order to give more detail on the role of biomass in WWF’s
EU27 2030 energy scenario, this report breaks down the supply
of biomass into three groups: A, B, and C. The types and use
of biomass in final energy consumption under each variation
are detailed in table 4 below (NB – Algae is not envisaged to be
available for use before 2030):
Figure 10: Biomass use in EU27 2030 scenario

Group

Type of
biomass used

Biomass used
(final energy)

% of Biomass % of renewables
in final energy in final energy
consumption
consumption

A

Waste and
Residues only

3.2EJ

8%

31%

B

Waste and
Residues with
complementary
fellings20,21 only

4.8EJ

13%

35%

All available
biomass sources
(sources in ‘A’ &
‘B’, unprocessed
biomass22, crops)

7.2EJ

19%

41%

C

In the global scenario, from which this EU report is derived,
biomass sustainability criteria are globally applied, including
the principle that all biomass is produced on available land
(land not exploited for other ends such as food production)23.
This means that group C represents a sustainable level of
biomass use, whether that biomass comes from inside the EU or
is imported. If sustainability criteria are not fully implemented,
however, the consumption of biomass will have to be reduced
so as to avoid unsustainable use. Groups B and A are provided
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to show how biomass consumption could be curtailed towards
sources with fewer sustainability concerns (though criteria are
still necessary). The impact on both biomass consumption
and the total proportion of renewables in Europe’s energy
mix is shown. WWF will continue to make the case for the
successful development and application of appropriate biomass
sustainability legislation, which will be required to secure the
maximum sustainable potential for renewables in Europe’s
energy mix. This point is particularly relevant in the light of
WWF’s ongoing work on the recent European Commission
proposed legislation on the Indirect Land Use Change impacts
of bioenergy24,25.
Furthermore, as noted above, this report presents the
adaptation of a global model to the EU27 level. It is possible
that in a technologically advanced and wealthy region, such
as the EU, there would be greater use of more sustainable 2nd
and 3rd generation biofuels than the global average. This is
an outcome that WWF will continue to advocate for, in order
that the EU leads a switch to advanced biofuels as quickly as
possible.
For scenario C, electricity generation uses the lowest proportion
of biomass, while transport uses the highest proportion, as
detailed below:
Figure 11: Biomass use in EU27 2030 scenario

Sector

% of total biomass use
going to each sector

Absolute amount of Biomass
supplying sector (EJ)

Electricity

4%

0.3

Heat - Buildings

14%

1.0

Heat – Industry

18%

1.3

Industry fuels

14%

1.0

Transport fuels

49%

3.5

100%

7.2

TOTAL
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In recent years the EU has led the way on climate and energy matters, now that legacy
has to be secured with a strong step forwards.

THE WWF/ECOFYS
RESULTS IN CONTEXT

As is stated above,
different energy
system models are
not completely
comparable.

The clearest example of this is in the treatment of heat pumps as
either an energy savings device, as a renewable energy source, or
as both. However, the table below has been produced in order for
the EU27 2030 Energy scenario to be considered alongside other
similar reports. It should be remembered that WWF’s scenario
is the only one with the explicit aim of achieving 100% renewable
energy by 2050. This briefing paper shows for the first time what
meeting that global goal means at the EU level in 2030.

ACHIEVING

100%

RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 2050
IS POSSIBLE
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Figure 12: Comparison of decarbonisation scenarios

EU Energy Roadmap
2050

RE - Shaping

None

Nuclear in
scenario(s)?

YES

NO

CCS in
scenario(s)?

YES

Hydrogen in
scenario(s)?

NO

Scenario
titles
Primary
energy - Mtoe
(EJ)
Savings26
Final energy Mtoe (EJ)
Renewable
energy - Mtoe
(EJ/%)
Biomass
energy - Mtoe

energy [R]

EREC

evolution

80-95% total greenhouse
gas reduction in 2050

Goal

WWF/

Greenpeace

To maximise the
50-80% RES
share of renewables
in 2050
in the energy mix

ECOFYS
EU27
report
In 2030,
EU27 in
line with
global
vision
of 100%
RES by
2050
Phased
out 2040

Phased out in
2040

N.A.

NO

NO

N.A.

NO

NO

YES

N.A.

YES

BaseAdvanced
line

EU27

High
High
BaseHigh
Renewable
Revolution
efficiency
line efficiency
energy

- 2050

1330 (56)

1388 (58)

Not published

1333 (56)

Not published

1169 (49)

29%

26%

Not published

29%

Not published

38%

1021 (43)

1092 (46)

1479
(62)

1156 (48)

931 (39)

1189
(50)

1216 (51)

914 (38)

282

341

455

455

389

498

572

377

(12EJ/
28%)

(14EJ/
31%)

(19EJ/
31%)

(19EJ/
39%)

(16EJ/
42%)

(21EJ/
42%)

(24EJ/
47%)

(16EJ/
41%)

163

189

180

180

236

255

171

(11EJ/
21%)

(7EJ/
19%)

(EJ/%)

(7EJ/
16%)

(8EJ/
17%)

Biomass as %
of all RES

58%

55%

RES as % of
total final
energy

28%

31%

(8EJ/
12%)

(8EJ/
16%)
40%

37%27

48%

Not published (10EJ/
20%)
Not published

47%

45%

45%

42%

42%

48%

41%28
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CONCLUSION

Ambitious increases in
renewable energy and
energy savings can be
achieved in the EU27
by 2030.

While they are dependent on the realisation of the developments
expected by the models assumptions, it should also be remembered
that even these ambitious levels could be exceeded if the requisite
policies and support are in put in place. There would be significant
benefits from action to deliver the levels of energy savings and
renewable energy generation laid out in this report.
In recent years the EU has led the way on climate and energy
matters, now that legacy has to be secured with a strong step
forwards.

IN RECENT YEARS THE EU HAS
LED THE WAY ON CLIMATE
AND ENERGY MATTERS, NOW
THAT LEGACY HAS TO BE
SECURED WITH A STRONG STEP
FORWARDS.
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WWF has a vision of a world that is powered by 100% renewable energy sources by 2050.

ANNEX:
METHOD – A THREE
STAGE APPROACH

A three step approach
was used to deliver
climate and energy
scenario results for the
EU27 in 2030:

1. Take the ECOFYS global energy scenario commissioned
for WWF’s Energy Report as the starting point.
2. Test the results of the global energy scenario against
actual progress in key areas.
3. Refine the global energy scenario to the EU27 context in
2030
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

ACCORDING TO THE
ECOFYS GLOBAL 2050
ENERGY SCENARIO, A
FULLY SUSTAINABLE AND
RENEWABLE GLOBAL
ENERGY SYSTEM IS
POSSIBLE BY 2050.

1.  Starting with the Ecofys Global 2050 Energy
Scenario
The Ecofys Global 2050 Energy Scenario, as commissioned by
WWF, demonstrated for the first time that a fully sustainable
and renewable global energy system is possible by 2050.
The study focuses on detailed developments and practical
applications in order to demonstrate how almost all energy
carriers, all regions and all sectors of the global energy system
can be renewably powered, by 2050. Since its publication, the
global scenario has been examined in detail and it has stood
up well to scrutiny. However, in order to further strengthen
confidence in the scenario, its results were tested against actual
progress.
2. Testing the scenario
Figure 1 shows that the global results predicted by the Ecofys
scenario and presented in The Energy Report (TER) closely
reflect real world developments:
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Figure 13: Ecofys scenario results compared at the global level (EJ = Exajoules equal to 10 18 joules).
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Figure 14: Ecofys 2050 Energy scenario results compared at the EU27 level.
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While it should be noted that a number of underlying factors
could have driven these results, it should also be recognised that
the Ecofys Global 2050 Energy Scenario remains strong when
results are compared at the EU27 level:
NB: While the Global energy report was published in 2011, the
model was run from 2005 as the base year.
3. Refining the scenario to the EU27 level
The Ecofys Global 2050 Energy scenario is based on 10 world
regions. The region ‘Europe’ in the energy scenario contains the
countries of the EU27 plus additional countries within geographic
Europe. Therefore, a scaling factor was applied to derive EU27
results. While this is not equivalent to building and running an
EU specific model, the difference is expected to be small.
In addition to scaling, a number of important assumptions in
the original global scenario (which are mainly set at global or
OECD level) have been adapted and updated to better reflect
the EU27 context in 2012. Further details on the global and
OECD country assumptions that have been updated to the EU27
context can be found in the background document:
http://awsassets.panda.org/downloads/report_eu_2030_re_
target.pdf
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